Supplement to Flesch's Scale System

Pentatonic, whole tone, Gypsy, diminished scales, triads, tetrads:
on one string, start with open string - G major

pentatonic scales

whole tone scale

Gypsy scale
diminuishes scales

tetrads with minor seventh
Supplement to Flesch's Scale System

Penta, hexa, Gypsy, octotonoic scales, triads, tetrads:
one octave on one string, starting with 1. finger - G major

pentatonic scales
high positions

whole tone scale
diminishes scales

Gypsy scale
diminishes scales

triods

tetrads with minor seventh
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Supplement to Flesch's Scale System

Pentatonic, whole tone, Gypsy, diminished scales, triads, tetrads: three octaves: G major

pentatonic scales

whole tone key

Gypsy scale (1)

diminuished scale (2)
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